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ABSTRACT 
Triggering, control, and monitoring Of 240 high-power 

klystrons will be supported by the SLC control system this 
summer. The control software is distributed among a VAX 
host computer, a local microprocessor eluiter, and a dedicated 
intelligent CAM AC module. The function performed by theac 
three components and the algorithm! uted are discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Computer control of klystrons b distributed among a cen

tral but VAX computer, approximately thirty Intel S088/BD87 
microprocessors (one per sector of the linac), and —2H0 Paral
lel Input Output Processors (PIOP*s}> In a typical linac sec
tor, each nuciopiDceasor controls eight klystrons and a sub-
booster, sad there is one PIOP per klystron or subbooster. 
Each PIOP internees with a Modulator Klystron Support Unit 
(MKSU) and an RF phase and amplitude detector (PAD) for 
the klystron. In general, direct hardware controi and respon
sibility for klystron protection decreases from the PIOP to the 
microclyster to the VAX. 

2. CONTROL IN THE VAX 
The SLC control program (SCP) running is the VAX con

tains the operator interface, supporting a number of klystron 
control and display functions. Operators may control the phase 
and amplitude or klystrons from knobs, producing updates to 
the database and causing messages to be sent to the appropri
ate microclusteis to perform the corresponding updates to the 
PIOPs. 

Control of klystron triggering is currently being imple
mented, and the control interface in the SCP will allow op
erators to leanest that klystrons he triggered at specified rates 
and in particular timealots, as well as support related displays. 

In addition to the SCP, the VAX runs a process called 
PARANOIA,1 which logs error and informational messages, 
and monitors the status of the klystron subjob and other sub-
jobs running in the microprocessors. 

3. CONTROL IN THE MICROPROCESSORS 
The microprocessor contains some of the klystTOn control 

algorithms and various interfacing functions. One of the ap
proximately ten subjobi running in the micro u dedicated to 
klystron control, and another subjob responsible for the tim
ing of triggers to klystrons and other devices is also closely 
involved.1 The klystron aubjob handles downloading of the 
PIOP's program a.iil updating of the PIOP's Internal database. 
Algorithm support 11: .he klystron subjob includes: 

1. Calculation of the phase increment required to satisfy a 
phase trim request from the VAX. 

2. Calculation or polynomial fits to correct for nonlinearities 
in the subbooster's electronic phase shifter. 
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The klystron subjob contains a general "sequencer" routine 
to allow one- or two-ltage operations involving the PIOP's to 
be performed approximately In parallel in all of the PIOP's 
In the sector belonging to that microprocessor The sequencer 
routine also support* operations involving a single Llystron'o 
or subbooster's PIOP. 

4. CONTROL IN TEE PIOPs 
The PIOP ie directly responsible for controlling and mon

itoring the klystron. A 32 word Status Block is maintained 
containing current measurements of database values, such as 
Phase and Amplitude means and variances. A 67 word block, 
the Fast Time Plot block. It used by the SCP control program 
to generate diagnostic displays such as Beam Voltage or RF 
Phase vermis Tune. 

The PIOP's software can be divided into the following 
areas: 

1. Phase and Amplitude Detector calib'itum and Phase 
Nulling. The PIOP uses a DAC eontr' led phase shifter 
in the PAD to null the phase detector and to determine 
the devices sensitivity. 

2. Calculation of Phase and Amplitude. Seta of dsta points 
(32 points) are analysed ' * obtain the mean and variance. 
Typical variances are quite low (— 0,2 degrees), and targe 
values l ie symptomatic of abnormal system behaviour. 

3. Triggering of Klystron Modulators. Various signals, such 
as the last pulse's reflected RF power and beam voltage, 
comprise a "software" trigger permissive. Many other 
signals comprise a "hardware" protection (relay based) 
in the MKSU. Klystron triggering rate is software con
trolled. 

4. fast Time Plot Diagnostics The normal FTP is anal
ogous to a sampling oscilloscope, in that it samples a 
quantity on each of a succession of 64 beam pulses, with 
the time delay relative to the beam incremented by a 
fixed amount en each pulse, If the increment to the de
lay is xero, then one can obtain a measure of the jitter in 
the quantity being measured. FTP's (both normal and 
jitter forms) are available from the SCP for phase, am
plitude, klystron forward and reflected RF power, and 
klystron pulse beam volts and current. 

5. PHASE AND AMPLITUDE CONTROL 
The phase of a klystron can be "trimmed" to a desired 

value and can also be adjusted in a continuous manner with a 
knob. The desired phase and the tolerance on the phase are 
kept in the database, and either of these may be adjusted by an 
operator running the SCP. When a trim to the desired phase 
is requested, the SCP sends a message to the klystron subjob 
in the micro. The klystron subjob reads the phase from the 
PIOP. If the phase is out of toltrance, the klystron subjob does 
the fallowing: 
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1. Take the difference between the deaired phase -and the 
actual phase read from the PIOF, and add this incre
ment to the current klystron pbue request value is the 
database 

2. Send trie rtewphaUTeo^ieat to the PIOP, which sends a 
command to the Fox phase ehifter to move the phue by 
the deaired amount. 

3. Read the new phaae from the PIOP, updating the micro's 
database. At this point one could iterate if the phue 
were attll out of tolerance, but in practice this b u been 
found to be unnecessary, u the phase la within tolerance 
after one try If there are no problems causing the trim 
not to be performed at alL 

4. Update the VAX database an-, tend a tDaaaage back to 
the SCP telling it that the operation baa completed suc
cessfully (if there were problems at an earlier stage of 
tue trim, cawing the micro to abort It, a message to this 
effect would have been sent back). 

When the klystron phase is adjusted using a knob, no trim
ming is done. Aa the desired phase is changed, the correspond
ing phase request la changed and sent to the PIOP. 

The requested drive for each klystron is kept In the database 
and ia adjustable from the SCP. either by entering a deaired 
value from a touch panel button er by toning an assigned 
knob. It la also passible to obtain a plot of amplitude output 
versus drive input, saint a modification of the Fast Time P 'JI 
facility. This plot at obtained by measuring the amplitude as 
the drive ia incremented on aseries of 64 machine eohwr. Once 
auch a plot h u bam made, one can request the SCr to satu
rate the klystron by entering the value of drive wjueat at the 
point of ""<•""» amplitude on the plot into 'he databue, 
and sending a iinaaag.ii to the micro to update toe PIOP. 

6. KLYSTRON TRIGGERING 
Triggering of klystrons is aeeonrpHshed with the use of trig

gers or trigger Information Stem the following sources: 
1. Bach klystron baa a 36 poise trigger mask*. The mask 

la used to regulate whether the modulator la permitted to 
fire the next pulse. With a base rate of 360 triggers per 
second, the trigger mask allows the operators to activate 
a klystron station at a rate of n x 10 pulses per second. 

2. Each CAMAC crate b u a dedicated Programmable De
lay Unit (PDU) trigger channel which fires at 360 Hz 
approximately 30 microseconds after beam time. This 
channel fat used to generate Standby* trig*' .-a for each 
klystron, and la different on a eector-te-aeetor basis. 

3. jjdiBystronhMao^dkatedPDUtrbgerchannelwhkh 
conditionally urea 7 microsececHfe prior to beam time. A 
trigger is produceo tram this ch*£jief whenever a bceni 
Is scheduled which requires acceleration from the the 
klystron. 

Whenever the *trigger mask* permita triggering, the klystron 
modulator trigger ia derived from one of the described chan
nels. Since the "accelerate* trigger precedes the "standby" 
trigger, the klystron is successfully triggered on the accelerate 
trigger if it ia present and on the standby trigger otherwise. 

The Moderator Klystron Support Unit (MKSU) has an 
interrialoMayofO-T^mtcrcaecondswIikhajlowa compensation 
for auch delays no tcyrotron triggers and cable lengths. 

7. DISPLAYS AND DIAGNOSTICS 
One of the moat Important diagnostics la the klystron soft

ware b the fast Time Plot (FTP) facility. The FTP'a are ob
tained f^aenduui a control block from the micro to the PIOP, 
containing a epeciBcetton of the type of FTP requested. The 
PIOP returns the data in the 67 word FTP block (a three-
word header followed by a word of data for each of 64 points). 
The FTP block la relayed by the micro back to the SCP, where 
the data ii formatted and displayed. The FTP block ia also 
used to tend back the data for another important display. In 
this case, the date is a nut-ber of different types of quantities 
such u PIOP vottafu, Vl ond MKSU cabls stature), PAD 
temperature, trigger mask- ' 

It is siao necessary to hov .» way of telling whether thtf ori
entation of the Fax pfceje ihifUT 1» really whet the PIOP thinks 
it is. Phases are measured wit" respect to o "home* position, 
which can be detected by sen: 3 an LED, Upon receiving a 
request from the SCP to check ti;e orientation of the Fox phase 
shifter, the klystron job In the micro does the following: 

1. Have the PIOP go to the home position, noting what 
value ef phue request it took to get there, and then go 
back to the value of phase re :al corresponding to the 
ordinal physical position of ti - phase shifter. 

2. Find the different* in the vahi i f the phase request be
fore and after the PIOP's hot 3 operation. An error 
menage is issued If this differa. y greater than a spec
ified tolerance. 

Obviously this procedure temporarily disrupts the accel
eration of beams and ia also fairly time-consuming (can take 
a few seconds for each PIOP). Thus the sequencer routine is 
used to do ail the PIQPa in the sector in parallel, 
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